
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

16-Aug  Tentative EUR German Buba Monthly Report

It contains relevant articles, speeches, statistical tables, and provides

detailed analysis of current and future economic conditions from the

bank's viewpoint

0.00% 0.00%

16-Aug 6:00pm USD Empire State Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

2890.00% 4300.00%

17-Aug 1:30am USD TIC Long-Term Purchases

Demand for domestic securities and currency demand are directly

linked because foreigners must buy the domestic currency to purchase

the nation's securities

0.00% -30.2B

17-Aug 2:30pm EUR Flash Employment Change q/q Change in the number of employed people 0.002 -0.003

17-Aug 2:30pm EUR Flash GDP q/q
It's the broadest measure of economic activity and the primary gauge

of the economy's health
2.00% 2.00%

17-Aug 6:00pm USD Core Retail Sales m/m

Automobile sales account for about 20% of Retail Sales, but they tend

to be very volatile and distort the underlying trend. The Core data is

therefore thought to be a better gauge of spending trends

0.20% 1.30%

17-Aug 6:00pm USD Retail Sales m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity
-0.20% 0.006
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Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

17-Aug 6:45pm USD Industrial Production m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health - production reacts quickly

to ups and downs in the business cycle and is correlated with

consumer conditions such as employment levels and earnings

0.50% 0.40%

17-Aug 6:45pm USD Capacity Utilization Rate

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when producers are

nearing full capacity they respond by raising prices, and the higher

costs are usually passed on to the consumer

0.757 0.754

17-Aug 7:30pm USD Business Inventories m/m
It's a signal of future business spending because companies are more

likely to purchase goods once they have depleted inventories
0.80% 0.50%

17-Aug 7:30pm USD NAHB Housing Market Index
Survey of about 900 home builders which asks respondents to rate the

relative level of current and future single-family home sales
8000.00% 8000.00%

17-Aug 11:00pm USD Fed Chair Powell Speaks

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates,

he has more influence over the nation's currency value than any other

person. Traders scrutinize his public engagements as they are often

used to drop subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

18-Aug 2:30pm EUR Final CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

0.019 0.019

18-Aug 2:30pm EUR Final Core CPI y/y
Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers,

excluding food, energy, alcohol, and tobacco
0.007 0.007

18-Aug Tentative EUR German 30-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0.00% 0.03|1.3
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18-Aug 6:00pm USD Building Permits

It's an excellent gauge of future construction activity because

obtaining a permit is among the first steps in constructing a new

building

1.61M 1.59M

18-Aug 6:00pm USD Housing Starts

It's a leading indicator of economic health because building

construction produces a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, jobs

are created for the construction workers, subcontractors and

inspectors are hired, and various construction services are purchased

by the builder

1.60M 1.64M

18-Aug 18th-20th USD Mortgage Delinquencies

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

delinquencies can be an important signal of the housing market's

health because it's correlated with home inventories. Lower

inventories will spur homebuilders to start new construction

0.00% 6.38%

18-Aug 8:00pm USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility

0 -0.4M

18-Aug 11:30pm USD FOMC Meeting Minutes

It's a detailed record of the FOMC's most recent meeting, providing in-

depth insights into the economic and financial conditions that

influenced their vote on where to set interest rates

0 0

19-Aug 1:30pm EUR Current Account

It's directly linked to currency demand - a rising surplus indicates that

foreigners are buying more of the domestic currency to execute

transactions in the region

12.3B 11.7B

19-Aug 6:00pm USD Philly Fed Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

24.3 21.9

19-Aug 6:00pm USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions.

381K 375K



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

19-Aug 7:30pm USD CB Leading Index m/m

Combined reading of 10 economic indicators related to employment,

new orders, consumer confidence, housing, stock market prices, credit

trends, and interest rate spreads

0.007 0.007

19-Aug 8:00pm USD Natural Gas Storage
Inventories are used to maintain price stability during supply

shortages and periods of increasing demand
0.00% 49B

20-Aug 11:30am EUR German PPI m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when manufacturers

charge more for goods the higher costs are usually passed on to the

consumer

0.80% 1.30%

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%



U.S. consumer credit grew at the fastest rate ever in June, as Americans increased their credit card usage to drive consumer spending in the second quarter, data from the

Federal Reserve showed. Total consumer credit expanded at a pace of $37.69 billion, which was the quickest rate ever and followed a $36.69 billion increase in May, the U.S.

central bank said. An alternate measure tracking the monthly change in the total amount of credit outstanding increased by the most since December 2010, the data

showed. That measure showed that revolving credit, which mostly measures credit-card use, rose by $17.858 billion, the largest gain since 2006, after climbing by $9.089

billion in May. The surge in June could explain the sustained robustness in consumer spending during last quarter, even as the flow of stimulus money from the government

ebbed. Consumer spending, which accounts for more than two-thirds of U.S. economic activity, notched a second straight quarter of double-digit growth. That helped to pull

the level of gross domestic product above its peak in the fourth quarter of 2019.

China’s trade surplus with the United States stood at $35.4 billion in July, calculations based on Chinese customs data showed on Saturday, up from $32.58 billion in June.

For the first seven months of the year, the surplus was $200.32 billion, up from $164.92 billion during the first half of 2021. Amid worsening relations between the world’s

two largest economies, U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman had a face-to-face meeting with China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi at the end of July. China’s foreign

exchange reserves rose more than expected in July, official data showed, likely due to changes in the value of currencies and global assets that it holds. Foreign inflows into

Chinese stocks and bonds have been strong as China led other major economies in its recovery from the coronavirus pandemic, lifting reserves back to levels last seen in

2016. But widening regulatory crackdowns in recent months has revived worries about the risks of investing in China.

China's factory gate prices in July rose at a faster clip from the previous month and exceeded analyst expectations, adding to pressure on businesses struggling with high

raw material costs, while consumer inflation eased slightly. The producer price index (PPI) grew 9.0% from a year earlier, matching the high seen in May, the National

Bureau of Statistics (NBS) said in a statement. China's economy has largely recovered from disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, but the expansion is losing

steam as businesses face intensifying strains from higher commodity prices and global supply chain bottlenecks. The global spread of the more-infectious Delta variant of the

virus and new outbreaks of cases at home, on top of recent heavy rainfall and floods in some Chinese provinces have also disrupted economic activity. The PPI, a benchmark

gauge of a country's industrial profitability, inched up 0.5% on a monthly basis, accelerating from a 0.3% uptick in June.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

First-time claims for U.S. unemployment benefits saw a modest decrease in the week ended August 7th, according to a report released by the Labor Department. The report

said initial jobless claims edged down to 375,000, a decrease of 12,000 from the previous week's revised level of 387,000. After yesterday's report showing U.S. consumer

prices rose in line with estimates, the Labor Department released a separate report showing U.S. producer prices increased more than expected in the month of July. The

Labor Department said its producer price index for final demand surged up by 1.0 percent in July, matching the jump seen in the previous month. 

Two Federal Reserve officials said that the U.S. economy is growing rapidly and that while the labor market still has room for improvement, inflation is already at a level that

could satisfy one leg of a key test for the beginning of rate hikes. Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank President Raphael Bostic said he is eyeing the fourth quarter for the start of a

bond-purchase taper but is open to an even earlier start if the job market keeps up its recent torrid pace of improvement. Moreover, he and Richmond Fed President Tom

Barkin both said they believe inflation has already achieved the Fed's 2% threshold, according to their separate assessments. That is one of two requirements to be met

before rate hikes can be considered. Their remarks are a sign that as Fed officials hold discussions about how and when to taper their asset purchases, they are also getting

more detailed in their debate about what it will take to satisfy the Fed's inflation target under the new framework.
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